
Foster innovation through 
hybrid collaboration

LENOVO COMPLETE CONFERENCE ROOM SOLUTION

Optimized remote conferencing 
solutions to power today’s 
hybrid workforce
Lenovo Complete Conference Room is an end-to-end (video, 
audio, and management) conference and meeting solution  
that enables businesses to connect teams and ideas from 
anywhere, powering better collaboration and productivity.

Connect teams, enable collaboration, improve productivity — 
Complete Conference Room is the simple, flexible solution  
that gives your remote and onsite workforce the freedom to  
get things done. From small rooms to large conferences, your 
team can innovate from anywhere they work.

Hardware*
• Core device: ThinkSmart Core or ThinkSmart Hub 

depending on room size with upgradeable multi-
conference platform, multi-accessory support, and 
the built-for-business Intel vPro® platform for easy  
remote manageability

• Around device: ThinkSmart Cam, ThinkSmart Bar.  
Support for a number of 3rd party accessories for 
maximum flexibility and upgradeability

Software
• ThinkSmart Manager Premium 

Services 
• First Year Maintenance: Optional onsite integration/

install for complex setups; training for users, help 
desk, and IT

Nearly 80% of workers are using 
digital collaboration tools.180%

*Exact hardware featured will depend on room size



Smarter collaboration 
for team success
Lenovo’s Complete Conference Room solution 
powers remote and hybrid teams with smart, efficient, 
powerful tools to collaborate and innovate from 
anywhere. Each component comes with premium 
technology for a first-of-its-kind immersive 
conference experience.

The Lenovo Complete Conference Room 
solution is ready to ship today and add 
value to your organization. And it’s also 
available as a service through Lenovo 
TruScale,™ giving you added flexibility to 
meet evolving business needs and reduce 
upfront costs.

Contact your Lenovo Account 
Representative or local Business Partner.
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• All-in-one, purpose-built conferencing solution 
designed to your needs

• Core devices powered by the built-for-business  
Intel vPro® platform

• Just one click to join meetings

• Tested, integrated Lenovo technology compatible 
with latest conference platforms (Microsoft Teams, 
Zoom, Google Meet)

• Enables secure sharing and collaboration

• Gives your IT team full control of all conference 
rooms, all on one console

• Easy deployment and integration

• Scalable for all sizes of office conference rooms

Source
1 Gartner, “2021 Digital Worker Experience Survey”


